ST THOMAS AQUINAS CATHOLIC SCHOOL

PHYSICAL EDUCATION: KIT POLICY

You are required to come to PE lessons READY to learn, meaning you should have all suitable PE kit for the lesson! This includes shirt, shorts, socks and footwear. If you fail to bring full kit, you will be required to borrow our spare kit. However, the following sanctions will apply:

- For one item of missing kit, you receive a warning and a letter home to remind of kit standards.
- A second warning before half term = C1
- More than one item missing = C1
- Failure to wear borrowed kit = Removal and C2

If you have an illness or injury, unless this means you physically can't get changed, you will be required to wear kit to take a less active role in the lesson.

If you have extenuating circumstances which mean you can't obtain the correct kit for your PE lessons, you should come to your lesson with a note in your journal from home explaining this. It will be up to the teacher's discretion whether a sanction is applied and you will still be required to borrow kit.
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